INTRODUCTION: THE CREDIBILITY OF PSYCHOSOMATIC MEDICINE
In recent years, the field of psychosomatic medicine has begun to make its way out of the dark corners of medical practice and into the public light of day. As a small subdiscipline of psychiatry, the scientific credibility of the field was secured in recent years by a large-scale research study, "Pacing, graded activity, and cognitive behaviour therapy; a randomised evaluation" [1] , commonly known as the "PACE trial". A UK government-funded study, the PACE trial established in 2011 that professional debate over the biological reality of myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS) could be put to rest. Having followed a large group of patients over five years, the study showed that the psychiatric approach succeeds in resolving physical symptoms for the quintessential contested condition.
Beginning in 2014, however, scientists [2] , journalists [3, 4] and government health authorities [5, 6] joined the patient community in questioning the science behind PACE's conclusions. Following the conclusion of the US Academy of Medicine in 2015 that ME/CFS is not psychosomatic [7] , the US Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality published a report in 2016 offering an extensive list of scientific failings in the PACE trial's design, including three distinct forms of bias [8] . Several peer-reviewed articles have now examined the original PACE data [9, 10] and concluded that, although PACE dictated management of ME/CFS across the globe for many years, the study fails to meet basic standards of scientific methodology.
A challenge to the scientific credibility of the PACE trial can only be viewed as a challenge to the credibility of the field of psychosomatic medicine. No matter which side of the PACE debate we might prefer, there has been enough evidence to call into question the scientific standards of PACE researchers, those who supported the study both scientifically and in terms of funding, and those who allowed the trial to pass through the peer review process. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine how such a large-scale investigation could have developed, proceeded and passed through the review process unless its scientific failings were actually characteristic of its field. For these reasons, the PACE controversy suggests a need to evaluate the scientific credibility of psychosomatic medicine generally.
As a first step toward that larger goal, this paper considers the science behind "bodily distress syndrome" (BDS), the newest product of research in psychosomatic medicine [11] . BDS is a Danish diagnostic construct, one developed to replace "somatoform disorders" in a way that would also capture patients with "medically unexplained symptoms" and "functional somatic syndromes" [12, 13] . The category of "somatoform disorders" has directed diagnosis and management of psychosomatic conditions across the globe since the 1980s, and BDS failed to replace this category in the DSM-5 1 in 2013. Studies suggest [14, 15] , however, that because of its ability to unify all three diagnostic categories, BDS will have a substantial rôle to play in the new edition of the global diagnostic coding manual, the International Classification of Diseases, ICD-11, which is nearing publication at the present time.
Following this Introduction, in §2 I clarify the details that define BDS, and the problems the construct is designed to resolve. In §3 I shall explore three problems with the science behind BDS, suggesting that researchers misrepresent neuroscientific support for the construct, that research fails to establish the construct's scientific success at the task for which it was designed and, most importantly, that research ignores the evidence-based requirement to successfully exclude patients with similar but distinct conditions; that is, patients who suffer from medical conditions that require medical care. In §4 I consider the efforts of the World Health Organization (WHO) to implement BDS in the International Classification of Diseases, noting that while BDS criteria fail in both WHO studies, the workgroup nonetheless insists that the ICD should recommend them as a tool for determining when physical symptoms can safely be diagnosed and managed in psychiatry. I conclude in §5 that BDS gives support to recent concern that scientific standards in psychosomatic medicine are inadequate, offering a brief discussion of ethical problems that arise when global health policy decisions are not grounded in science.
WHAT IS BODILY DISTRESS SYNDROME?
"Bodily distress syndrome" is a diagnostic construct that gathers together the disparate areas of medicine and psychiatry where bodily symptoms are understood to be caused by the mind (or perhaps by central neurological pathologies that masquerade as peripheral bodily pathologies) [16] . To understand the meaning and value of the construct as a diagnostic tool, it is important to take stock of the three core concepts it claims to unify: the very broad category of medically unexplained symptoms; the smaller category of "contested conditions" (known within psychiatry as "functional somatic syndromes"); and the overlapping category of mental health disorders known as "somatoform disorders" (Fig. 1) . Professionals in psychosomatic medicine generally presently agree that all three categories are in need of substantial revision.
Medically unexplained symptoms
Most of us have unthinkingly adopted a model of medicine where patients present their symptoms to physicians, who investigate and reach a diagnosis, which then directs the course of treatment. In reality, however, the diagnostic process very often fails. While prevalence estimates for medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) vary widely [18, 19] , both the "Up to Date" review system in the US [20] and the Joint Commissioning Panel on Mental Health in the UK [21] settle in the middle range of estimates, suggesting that 52% of symptoms are unexplained in outpatient settings. According to the lead researcher for the BDS construct, Danish psychiatrist Per Fink, "it is … more the exception than the rule that a physical symptom can be explained by a known physical disease" [22] .
For reasons that are far too complex to examine here, "medically unexplained symptoms" are understood and classified as psychiatric conditions rather than medical conditions. That is to say, while most non-medical, nonpsychiatric professionals would understand the phrase "medically unexplained symptoms" to label symptoms for which no diagnosis has been determined, in practice the term is understood as a diagnostic answer that shifts the orientation of care from medicine to psychiatry [23] . Research and practice directives for MUS often focus on primary care, because early diagnosis of MUS can protect patients from the iatrogenic harms of unnecessary testing and trial treatments [24, 25] .
Three sorts of concerns have supported professional consensus during the last fifteen years that change is needed in the area of medicine that addresses MUS. First, the diagnostic construct of "medically unexplained symptoms" has substantial theoretical problems, ambiguous as it surely is [12] . Second, patients typically feel resentful when they are told they suffer from MUS; this triggers a Figure 1 . Medically unexplained symptoms [17] . 1 very common, deeply intractable form of conflict between patients and doctors [26] . It is useful to note that this problem has persisted since Freud. While core ideas about mental causes for symptoms have not substantially changed over the last hundred and fifty years, names for those ideas have frequently shifted to avoid triggering resentment in patients who have become familiar with the current labels [27, 28] . Third, and perhaps most importantly, MUS consume an unusually large portion of health resources, hence national health systems, insurers and policymakers have given considerable attention to changes in this area that could substantially reduce expenditure [24, 29, 30] .
Contested conditions or "functional somatic syndromes"
For the most part, the general public is aware that "chronic fatigue syndrome", or ME/CFS, is a "contested condition"-that is, one that has stirred vigorous debate about biological versus psychiatric causes. Alongside ME/CFS, fibromyalgia is generally recognized as contested, as is the condition known as "multiple chemical sensitivity" (MCS) . In the professional context of medicine and psychiatry, this group is also understood to include a number of conditions that the public typically does not recognize to be contested, such as tension headache, premenstrual syndrome (PMS), irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), and chronic pain in the absence of abnormality in diagnostic imaging [22, 30, 31, 35] . All of these conditions share a lack of consensus about biological aetiology. Though many contested conditions have been substantially explored in biological research that claims to support a biological disease model, research of this kind has been unconvincing to leading professionals in psychosomatic medicine.
Within psychiatry, conditions in this group are called "functional somatic syndromes" and they are generally understood as consistent, organized groupings of medically unexplained symptoms. In 1999, leading researchers in the field began to suggest that [31] … the existence of specific somatic syndromes is largely an artefact of medical specialization. That is to say that the differentiation of specific functional syndromes reflects the tendency of specialists to focus on only those symptoms pertinent to their specialty, rather than any real differences between the patients. What these researchers propose is that distinct contested conditions are actually "an artefact of medical specialization" [31] . This hypothesis has been attentively explored and defended in a substantial list of publications since 1999 based on similarities in symptoms, diagnostic definitions, recommended treatments and patient characteristics, such as "difficult" relationships with doctors and a predominantly female population of patients receiving diagnoses of this kind. Some biological research has noted similarities in biological pathophysiology for some of these conditions. Finally, neurobiological research has often been construed to support common neuropathological underpinnings for this collection of conditions [16, 22] (a suggestion I shall challenge in §3).
With a foundational empirical study in 2010, Per Fink and his colleague Andreas Schröder showed that diagnostic criteria for BDS will effectively "capture" six functional somatic syndromes under a single diagnostic rubric in mental health: ME/CFS, fibromyalgia, irritable bowel syndrome, non-cardiac chest pain, hyperventilation syndrome, and chronic unexplained pain [13] . In doing so, they have shown that BDS can address the three core problems that have generally driven change in this area. First, BDS resolves a theoretical problem (the problem of disparate medical diagnoses for a single, unified mental health condition); and second, it addresses the conflict that so often arises when patients are told they suffer from "functional somatic syndromes", a term now often recognized as a psychiatric diagnosis [14] ; and third, perhaps most importantly, BDS criteria greatly reduce the costs of continued medical investigation and trial treatments for contested conditions [24] . This gives insurers and national health systems strong reasons to support implementation of the construct.
Somatoform disorders
When patients have medically unexplained symptoms that are sufficiently varied and sufficiently persistent, they meet criteria for diagnosis of a full-fledged mental health disorder. Since the 1980s that diagnosis has been, primarily, "somatization disorder", which is central to the "somatoform disorders" category in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD). "Somatoform disorders", it is useful to note, did not substantially alter the original Freudian construct of "hysteria" when they were first included in the third edition of the DSM. Rather, it was renamed in an effort to avoid the cycle of conflict that arose when patients were told their symptoms were caused by hysteria [27, 28] .
As with MUS and functional somatic syndromes, in the last fifteen years a professional consensus has gathered around the idea that somatization disorder, and the larger category of somatoform disorders, have three sorts of problems that can only be addressed with substantial revisions. First, somatization disorder has the irresolvable theoretical challenge of defining a psychiatric disorder purely on the basis of physical symptoms that lack medical explanation [32] . Second, patients are nowadays largely familiar with the concept of somatization, recognizing it, resentfully, as a mental health diagnosis for what they understand to be medical problems [26] . For this reason, physicians have long been reluctant to make use of the category of somtoform disorders in everyday medical practice [33] . Third, this reluctance creates budgetary problems, as physicians choose instead to pursue continued medical investigation and trial treatments [24] .
On these grounds it is generally agreed that the core construct of somatoform disorders is no longer tenable. In 2013 the DSM-5 replaced it with "somatic symptom disorder" (despite the strongly expressed objections of some psychiatric professionals). At present the World Health Organization is finalizing its decisions on the constructs that could replace somatoform disorders in the eleventh edition of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11). Some recent papers suggest that BDS will have a substantial rôle to play [14, 15] .
How BDS criteria combine these three groupings
The core idea of BDS is that "one single diagnosis" can cover the whole range of medically unexplained symptoms, functional somatic syndromes and most of the somatoform disorders.
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This is a difficult challenge given the highly disparate set of symptoms and conditions that fall under these headings. The construct accomplishes the task with diagnostic criteria that specify a very wide range of symptoms within four distinct "symptom clusters" [11, 13, 34 ]:
1. Cardio-pulmonary: palpitations/heart pounding, precordial discomfort, breathlessness without exertion, hyperventilation, hot or cold sweats, trembling or shaking, dry mouth, churning in stomach, flushing or blushing;
2. Gasto-intestinal: abdominal pains, frequent loose bowel movements, feeling bloated/full of gas/ distended, regurgitations, constipation, diarrhoea, nausea, vomiting, burning sensation in chest;
3. Musculo-skeletal: pains in arms or legs, muscular aches or pains, pains in the joints, feelings of paresis or localized weakness, back ache, pain moving from one place to another, unpleasant numbness or tingling sensations; 4. General symptoms: concentration difficulties, impairment of memory, excessive fatigue, headache, dizziness. For diagnosis of "modest, single-organ BDS" a patient must have three or more symptoms in any one of the symptom groups, hence single-organ BDS is specified as one of the four subtypes. By contrast, "severe, multiorgan BDS" requires three or more symptoms from three or four of these symptom groups [11, 13, 34] .
Fink and Schröder's 2010 empirical study showed that BDS "succeeded in capturing 10 diagnostic categories of functional somatic syndromes and somatoform disorders", leading to the conclusion that it can "replace numerous overlapping diagnostic labels and…reduce the diagnostic confusion that currently prevails in the field" [13] . In the context of primary care, researchers have often commented on the benefits of replacing "medically unexplained symptoms" with BDS [12, 17, 35] , though given the ambiguity of that original construct, it is more difficult to establish the success of BDS in this context.
There is no question that if BDS did replace MUS, contested conditions and somatoform disorders, it would improve all three problems that have driven change in this area. First, BDS eliminates most of the theoretical challenges that have concerned psychiatric researchers when it comes to medically unexplained symptoms, functional somatic syndromes and somatoform disorders. Second, BDS is a new and unfamiliar diagnostic label that does seem likely to alleviate patient resentment and examination room conflict. The construct carries welldeveloped manuals and guidelines with a heavy focus on establishing trust with patients heading into psychiatric care [22] . Third, and perhaps most importantly, symptoms in these groups "form one of the most expensive categories of healthcare expenditure", and many researchers in psychosomatic medicine have supported the idea of "shifting some of this expenditure away from numerous investigations for organic disease and toward effective treatment of bodily distress" [30] . It is clear that implementing BDS to replace these three categories would be a highly effective cost-saving measure for national health systems and insurers [24, 36, 37] .
In §3, I will consider the success of the BDS construct more broadly, stepping away from the concerns of professionals in psychosomatic medicine towards universal standards for scientific accuracy, scientific method and evidence-based medicine.
THREE CHALLENGES FOR THE SCIENCE BEHIND BDS

Scientific accuracy: Misrepresentation of neuroscience
Within the context of psychosomatic medicine, BDS is strongly recommended by its ability to address the three 2 It is important to note that BDS does not include the somatoform disorder of hypochondriasis. Instead, the BDS research team has reimagined hypochondriasis as "health anxiety", which it understands to be distinct from the actual experience of symptoms in bodily distress syndrome [15] . core problems that have motivated change to diagnostic structures in this area over the last fifteen years. It is important to also acknowledge, however, that within its field the construct is additionally recommended by a longstanding sensibility that functional somatic syndromes should be understood as "central sensitivity syndromes" (CSS) [38] [39] [40] .
With a presentation late in 2017, lead BDS researcher Per Fink offered a helpful overview of BDS, its very current definitions, goals and explanatory models [41] . During that presentation Fink presented a diagram that pictures the whole range of contested conditions circling a centre point labeled "central sensitivity". He offered this explanation:
Central sensitization can be defined as an amplification of neural signaling within the CNS. When the response is prolonged, central sensitization becomes a pathological state characterized by a dysfunctional response to different and normally non-noxious stimuli that can manifest itself as pain hypersensitivity. This kind of suggestion is very common in BDS research [22, 35] , as it has been in psychosomatic medicine for decades. As with this very recent Fink presentation, and a similarly recent article by a colleague of Fink's, Marianne Rosendal [35] , in the context of BDS, discussion of CSS typically implies a consensus within neuroscience about a single, unified central nervous system disorder where benign bodily sensations become amplified through a cycle involving psychological distress. Fink does acknowledge in the book Functional Disorders and Medically Unexplained Symptoms that "the results of neuroimaging … and pathophysiological studies have been disparate and sometimes in direct conflict with each other" [22] , but in reality neuroscience presents a substantial problem for the central sensitization model in psychiatry. On two different grounds, recent neuroscientific studies challenge the idea that MUS and functional somatic syndromes can be explained by a single "central sensitivity syndrome" where psychological distress leads to amplification of benign stimuli.
The first is that, while for some conditions the "amplification of benign stimuli" model seems to be accurate, some contested conditions have been discovered to involve stimuli that are not benign, or "nonnoxious" [42] . Studies have suggested, for example, that patients with fibromyalgia do not amplify a benign pain experience. Rather, their pain experience, neurologically speaking, is identical to that of healthy patients whose pain stimuli have been purposefully amplified twofold [43, 44] . To the extent that this kind of model has been supported for other contested conditions [45] [46] [47] , it is inaccurate to characterize conditions of this kind as, in the words of Professor Fink, "a dysfunctional response to different and normally non-noxious stimuli" or as "pain hypersensitivity" [41] . As conditions of this kind involve a healthy psychological response to a genuine experience of pain or illness, it is difficult to see any sense in which these could accurately be characterized as mental health conditions.
The second and perhaps more important ground is that in their extensive 2016 review of neuroimaging of central sensitivity syndromes, Wallit et al. emphatically conclude that "a coherent picture of a 'central sensitization' mechanism that bridges across all of these syndromes does not emerge from the existing scientific evidence" [42] :
… the concept that "central sensitivity syndromes" are biologically-related entities is not strongly supported by the sum of the neuroimaging evidence. Some passing similarities are noted, but are far outweighed by heterogeneity and inconsistency when results are compared between disorders [42] . Before neuroscience developed to evaluate the idea, professionals in psychosomatic medicine theorized that MUS and contested conditions could ultimately be unified as a single neurobiological malady, a "central sensitivity syndrome" that involves benign bodily symptoms amplified by psychological distress. Now that neuroscience has been able to explore that idea, however, we find it to be unsupported. While the notion of CSS in psychosomatic medicine does strongly invite a diagnostic construct exactly like BDS, neurological imaging studies have failed to support the theory that contested conditions can unified by a single pathology, a single "sensitivity syndrome", in the central nervous system.
Scientific method: Failure to support the construct's success for its purpose
The scientific success of any hypothesis depends upon clarity about the question the hypothesis is proposed to answer. Similarly, the scientific success of any conceptual construct depends upon clarity about the purpose the construct is intended to serve, and proof that the construct does successfully accomplish that goal. On this very rudimentary scientific level, the construct of bodily distress syndrome is unsupported.
Whatever else we might say about the diagnostic categories of MUS and somatoform disorders, it is clear how practising medical providers understand these categories and put them to use:
In the front line of the health care system … interpretation and categorisation of symptoms are inherent parts of daily clinical practice. For the GP, a diagnostic category serves as a decision node or a working diagnosis on which treatment, further investigations and conclusions on the absence of serious disease are based [48] . As a replacement for MUS and somatoform disorders, physicians would primarily make use of BDS as a tool for distinguishing bodily symptoms best managed along a mental health track from those that require further biologically-oriented testing and treatment. It is in this sense that BDS would "serve as a decision node…on which conclusions on the absence of serious disease are based". Does research provide scientific support for the success of BDS at this task? Is there sufficient evidence to show that criteria for BDS do safely and reliably distinguish symptoms of disease from those best classified and managed in mental health?
The most salient fact to note about BDS research is that it simply fails to answer this question. The central 2010 study begins with a paragraph that reminds us of the range of functional somatic syndromes, then it presents a list of references that explore similarities among those syndromes [13] . After that opening paragraph the study accepts that functional somatic syndromes are a single condition best diagnosed and managed in mental health, and the question is set aside. Similarly, in the book Functional Disorders and Medically Unexplained Symptoms, Fink and colleagues begin by listing a range of functional syndromes within thirteen medical specialties, and then they assert, still within the first page, that "the syndromes in Table 1 .1 are best understood as an expression of bodily stress and not as classical physical diseases" [22] . Like the study, the book then proceeds to explore "subtypes" of bodily distress, tools for management, and ties with historical conceptions of psychosomatic conditions. At no point does the book offer its own research to support the conclusion that conditions in this group, individually or collectively, are correctly diagnosed and managed within mental health rather than medicine.
The categorization of BDS would lead physicians to conclude that a condition meeting its criteria can safely be diagnosed and managed within mental health rather than medicine -while BDS research can support only this far less useful conclusion: that the condition is correctly grouped as a contested condition; that is, that the condition belongs within the group often theorized to be unified by a single underlying mental health pathology. To determine whether those theories are correct for any given patient, a physician would need to undertake an assessment of the research that supports psychiatric diagnosis for the patient's condition and the research that disputes it. There is nothing in BDS research that should give physicians grounds for trusting that evaluations of this kind are unnecessary.
Evidence-based medicine: Failure to establish the construct's success at excluding disease
Basic tenets of scientific method suggest problems with BDS in terms of its misrepresentation of neuroscience, and its failure to verify the success of the construct with respect to the purpose for which it was designed. By far the most important shortcoming of BDS research, however, has to do with the fundamental requirements of evidence-based medicine. To adequately support the basic BDS hypothesis that medically unexplained symptoms, functional somatic syndromes and somatoform disorders arise from a single condition best classified and managed in mental health, evidence-based practice requires two distinct forms of caution: It requires that criteria for diagnosing BDS successfully capture all of the patients who suffer from the condition-and it also requires that criteria successfully exclude patients who suffer from similar conditions that are actually distinct. No diagnostic construct can be said to be evidence-based if research fails to show not only that its criteria cast a sufficiently wide net, but also that they do not cast the net too widely, mistakenly capturing patients who suffer from similar conditions.
When it comes to replacing MUS in primary care, evidence-based support for BDS would have to show that when physicians apply BDS criteria, they safely and reliably distinguish symptoms of disease from symptoms best classified and managed in mental health. Studies of this kind would not be difficult to develop or implement in a way that does not induce unusual caution in physicians' decision-making processes [49] . There is strong evidence, moreover, that physicians feel studies of this kind are necessary. In the WHO study that first examined the success of BDS diagnostic strategies in primary care outside of Denmark, physicians in three countries independently expressed concern that "the variety of symptoms was so extensive that almost any patient could be labeled as such", that "a positive diagnosis … might make it more likely that a significant organic pathology would be missed", and that BDS criteria "might lead to missing underlying/more severe illnesses" [14] . No research since that time has addressed these three concerns.
When it comes to functional somatic syndromes, evidence-based support for BDS would have to establish not only that criteria capture the functional somatic syndromes, but also that functional somatic syndromes "are best understood as an expression of bodily stress and not as classical physical diseases" [22] . To accomplish that, evidence-based support would have to (1) evaluate available evidence for biological medical diagnosis and management for every functional somatic syndrome, (2) compare that evidence to research in psychosomatic medicine supporting unified mental health diagnosis and management, and (3) offer convincing evidence to show that the mental health approach is better defended than the approach of biological medicine.
There are strong reasons to expect that BDS researchers-and indeed any researchers in psychiatrywould fail to be successful with research of this kind. The "Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders" at the University of North Carolina, for example, straightforwardly asserts that "functional gastrointestinal disorders [such as IBS] are … not psychiatric disorders [50] . Similarly, in its diagnostic criteria for the various forms of headache, the International Headache Society (IHS) states that "evidence supporting psychiatric causes of headache remains scarce", so scarce that the IHS recommends psychiatric diagnosis for headache only with the far more stringent criteria that independent psychiatric disorders have been previously diagnosed, and proven to play an immediate causal rôle in headache development [51] . Similar claims are abundant in medical research into most of the functional somatic syndromes [52] [53] [54] , and it is difficult to imagine how psychiatric specialists could ever succeed in disputing them if they did set out to do so. Conceptually speaking, psychiatrists lack the expertise to refute the conclusions of biological medical researchers, or those of biological medical specialists who evaluate research within their own specialties.
By far the most obvious challenge along these lines arises from recent US reversal of opinion on ME/CFS. BDS criteria have been specifically designed to ensure that they capture ME/CFS as a mental health condition, and the 2010 study by Fink and Schröder established that they do succeed at that task [13] . In 2014, however, the US National Institutes of Health concluded that "although psychological repercussions (i.e., depression) may accompany ME/CFS, it is not a primary psychological disease in etiology" [5] . Moreover, the US Department of Health and Human Services now recommends that guidance for managing ME/CFS should include "a clear indication that the disease is not a psychiatric or somatoform disorder" [6] . Finally, the US National Academy of Medicine did proceed through a three-step, evidence-based evaluation of the comparative merits of biological and psychiatric approaches to diagnosis and management of ME/CFS; in 2015 they unequivocally concluded that "ME/CFS is a serious, chronic, complex systemic disease" [7] .
Because the US conclusion establishes a strong possibility that patients with ME/CFS suffer from a biological disease that requires biological medical care, it also establishes an unacceptable level of risk with any diagnostic construct that would systematically channel care for ME/CFS down the mental health track. In this way, ME/CFS is an important cautionary tale. Regardless of which side we might favour in the ME/CFS debate, the very existence of the debate establishes that BDS carries significant medical risk.
No diagnostic criteria can be said to meet the standards of evidence-based medicine if they cannot be shown to successfully exclude patients with similar conditions that are actually distinct. While research does establish that BDS casts its net widely enough, there exists no research that evaluates whether BDS criteria might be over-inclusive, capturing some conditions, or indeed many conditions, in error. Moreover, strong evidence exists that casts doubt on the safety of including many of the conditions that BDS captures. Based on the conclusions of medical specialist organizations about the biological nature of conditions like irritable bowel syndrome and tension headache, and the emphatic US conclusion that ME/CFS is a serious biological disease, evidence-based caution forces us to acknowledge very serious problems with the medical safety and reliability of the BDS construct.
BDS IN THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES
The rôle of the WHO in evaluating BDS
Problems with the science behind BDS are not difficult to discern. Indeed, as soon as we step outside the realm of psychosomatic medicine to consider the construct from a larger scientific and evidence-based perspective, we see that researchers misrepresent neuroscientific support for the construct, that research fails to establish the construct's success at the task for which it was designed and, most importantly, that research fails to show that the construct safely excludes patients with disease.
It is reasonable to imagine that in considering BDS for implementation in the ICD, the WHO, has, or at least should, play the kind of oversight rôle that would evaluate the construct from this broader perspective. The objective of the WHO, after all, is "the attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of health" [55] and the ICD is key to meeting that goal. As the diagnostic and coding manual that unifies medical and psychiatric practice across the globe, the ICD determines how conditions in medicine and mental health are organized and, in many cases, how they are conceived. It is difficult to see what rôle the WHO serves in overseeing the ICD if not to evaluate the scientific success, and certainly the medical safety, of diagnostic constructs proposed for global use.
It has been clear for many years that a replacement for somatoform disorders will be necessary for the 2018 edition of the International Classification of Diseases [32] , and at the present time it seems certain that the construct of BDS has not been selected to serve in that rôle [56] . The ICD-11 "Beta Draft" has been available online for well over a year now, and this slot has been filled by "bodily distress disorder" (BDD)-a very close relation to "somatic symptom disorder", which was implemented in DSM-5 in 2013. But that is not the end of the story.
For the last edition of the ICD, the WHO also published a version specifically for use in primary care (ICD-10-PHC), and it is within that manual that we find the psychiatric diagnosis of medically unexplained symptoms. Though the current primary care ICD is really just an abridged version of the general ICD, the WHO has been working to develop a more substantial version for the upcoming edition, including a new mental health manual that has been specifically designed for use in primary care [57] :
… it has been proposed that the identification and management of common mental disorders needs to be carried out in primary care settings. For this reason, in addition to a version of ICD-11 Mental and Behavioural Disorders for use by mental health specialists, it was considered important to develop a version for use by primary health care providers. MUS are considered one of the two most common mental health disorders in primary care [14] , and it has been clear for many years that the WHO intends to replace MUS in the primary care mental health manual with some version of BDS [12, 14, 15] . Unfortunately, it is also clear that the WHO has chosen not to offer the broad oversight that could verify the science behind BDS and establish its medical safety.
WHO studies on BDS as "bodily stress syndrome" in primary care
In 2013 the WHO published a focus group study of BDS criteria under the name of "bodily stress syndrome" (BSS), exploring "the opinions of primary care professionals" on BDS criteria as a replacement for the construct of MUS [14] . It was in this study that physicians expressed such considerable concern about medical safety, stating that "the variety of symptoms was so extensive that almost any patient could be labeled as such", that "a positive diagnosis … might make it more likely that a significant organic pathology would be missed", and that BDS criteria "might lead to missing underlying/more severe illnesses".
The WHO working group acknowledged a "mixed reaction" to the BDS-based formulation of bodily stress syndrome in that 2013 study, and an intention to modify the BSS construct in ways that would address physicians' central concerns. Then in 2016 the working group published an extensive field study on the use of BSS in primary care settings around the globe [15] . With this study the working group was careful to evaluate two distinct sets of criteria. The first is a set of very simple criteria adapted for use in primary care settings from the diagnosis of bodily distress disorder proposed for the main ICD-11. These require (1) three or more somatic symptoms not considered by the treating PCP to have a medical basis, and (2) excessive and unjustified anxiety about health. In addition, this study sets out to "examine the importance of the specific symptoms clusters emphasized by Fink and colleagues based on work in Denmark" [15] .
The most important problem to note in the second WHO study is that at no point does it address, or even consider, substantial concern among physicians in the first study that BDS criteria will mistakenly capture patients in need of medical care. The second study makes no attempt to refine symptom cluster criteria in a way that will reduce error, and it makes no attempt to evaluate physicians' views on the medical safety of the new construct. In addition to that very serious problem, the second study also determines that in the vast majority of countries physicians do not find BDS symptom clusters to be a viable replacement for MUS.
Given that at this point BDS criteria have failed both WHO studies, while the simpler criteria based on the construct in the general ICD have broadly succeeded, it seems most reasonable for the working group to conclude that BDS criteria should be abandoned in favour of the simpler formulation. That decision would have the great advantage of aligning the primary care ICD with the general ICD, rather than asking physicians to juggle two wholly different formulations in the two manuals. It is useful to note, moreover, that a 2015 study in Austria independently validated the conclusion that while the simple core criteria for BSS are successful, the addition of BDS symptom cluster criteria is not recommended by physicians outside of Denmark [58] .
Surprisingly, however, while the second study acknowledges the failure of symptom cluster criteria in all but one country, the WHO working group immediately reaches this conclusion [15] : Therefore, for the ICD-11-PHC description of BSS, the best course would seem to be to describe these common patterns but not to require that symptom presentations conform to them in assigning a diagnosis. This response to the data is deeply puzzling. It is certainly clear that, given the study results, the working group had no choice but to abandon the idea of defining the new construct of BSS with BDS criteria. It is equally clear, however, that the study offers no basis at all for recommending them in the ICD as a useful tool. Based on this study, there is simply no sense in which BDS symptom patterns can be said to be "common".
It is reasonable to look to the WHO for the kind of oversight that could take note of problems in research with scientific accuracy, scientific method and evidencebased medicine. While the details of neuroscience might be outside the scope of WHO expertise, it seems clear that WHO administrators and working groups are capable of discerning when research for a construct fails to establish success in the goal for which it was designed. Most importantly, it is clear that the WHO is equipped to evaluate whether research meets the standards of evidence-based medicine, and to do so it must demand not only that a construct effectively captures those who suffer from the condition, but also that it effectively excludes those who do not. Unfortunately, when it comes to BDS, the WHO has chosen not to serve as a scientific arbiter of this kind, limiting the scope of its evaluations to the concerns of psychosomatic medicine.
Though there exists no research that examines whether BDS criteria will effectively exclude patients who suffer from disease, though physician focus groups have expressed concern that BDS criteria are medically unsafe -and though both WHO studies have failed to support these criteria for global use -it seems the WHO still intends to recommend them to physicians as a tool for determining when patients' bodily conditions can safely be diagnosed and managed in psychiatry.
CONCLUSIONS
Bodily distress syndrome comes highly recommended within the psychiatric subdiscipline of psychosomatic medicine, based on its ability to resolve theoretical problems with current diagnostic constructs, address conflict between patients and doctors in the examination room, and reduce the cost of MUS and contested conditions for national health systems and insurers. From a broader scientific perspective, however, BDS research misrepresents support for a unified "central sensitivity syndrome" in neuroscience, and it fails to establish the construct's scientific success in the task that defines its diagnostic category. Most importantly, as a matter of evidence-based medicine, research fails to establish that the construct succeeds in excluding patients with medical conditions that require medical care.
BDS presents itself to decision makers in the WHO in much the same way that the PACE trial conclusions presented themselves to reviewers and editors at the Lancet in 2011. As was the case with the PACE trial (at least with the benefit of hindsight), it seems difficult to imagine how any scientific or evidence-based review could lead decision makers to be convinced about BDS. The conclusion we are forced to draw is-again, as with the PACE trial-that the failings of the science are comfortable for the discipline. While research into BDS could not begin to pass scientific or evidence-based review outside of psychosomatic medicine, professionals within the field find it to be well defended. In short, BDS supports recent concern that scientific standards in psychosomatic medicine are inadequate.
This reality is concerning in a way that goes far beyond the integrity of science-because the decisions of the WHO are not actually like those of journal reviewers and editors. The decisions of the WHO on this matter will determine the health of tens of millions of suffering patients across the globe, so this is as much a matter of ethics as it is a matter of science. The WHO has an ethical obligation to proceed with medical caution; to withhold recommendations in the ICD that can lead to medical error. Above all, the WHO has an ethical obligation to protect access to medical care for every group of patients who might need it.
It is not unusual for researchers in psychosomatic medicine to overlook the ethical imperative to protect access to medical care for every patient who faces a significant possibility of medical need [23] , and in a sense it is not surprising that they do so. They are, after all, psychiatric professionals. Though they are called upon to consider conditions that might well be medical, it is clear that calling upon them will lead to psychiatric recommendations. The WHO, however, is in a position to determine when to call upon psychiatric researchers and when to call upon medical researchers. In fact, it is hard to see any more important element of the WHO's rôle in this area of medicine than to carefully consider when psychiatry is and is not qualified to make a determination about patient care. For the WHO to simply decline to serve in that capacity constitutes an ethical problem of the highest order.
